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Train Station to The Great Hall/The Bramall
5-10 MINS

Head le� out of the station towards the large statue; follow the
pedestrian area between Murray Learning Centre and
Computer Science, past the bike racks. Head past the sculpture
and through the lines of trees to the end of the road. Cross the
road and head past Costa on your le� and head towards Urban
Cycles, go under the two buildings. Go straight until you get to
the arches and turn right, go under the arches. Head towards
Old Joe (clock tower), you’ll see some steps leading up to the
entrance (disabled access is through The Bramall) to the Aston
Webb building. Reception is located as you enter.

North East Car Park to The Great Hall/The Bramall
10-12 MINS

Exit the car park towards Old Joe (clock tower), turn
immediately right onto Pritchatts Road and head towards the
pedestrian crossing. Cross here and go right towards the
horseshoe shaped entrance to North gate. Head to the end of
this road and turn le� down Ring Road North, follow this road
until you reach the back of the library where you will see some
bike racks. Go past the bike racks and around the library
following the path to University square. Go diagonally across
the square towards the arches, go under these. Head towards
the clock tower, you’ll see some steps leading up to the
entrance (disabled access is through The Bramall) to the Aston
Webb building. Reception is located as you enter.

Pritchatts Road Car Park to The Great Hall/The Bramall
10-12 MINS

Exit right out of the car park onto Pritchatts Road and head 
straight, going over the railway line and canal. Take the first 
right onto Ring Road North. Follow this road until you reach the 
back of the library where you will see some bike racks. Go past
 the bike racks and around the library following the path to 
University square. Go diagonally across the square towards 
the arches, go under these. Head towards the clock tower, 
you’ll see some steps leading up to the entrance 
(disabled access is through The Bramall) to the Aston Webb 
building. Reception is located as you enter.
 

Coach Parking to The Great Hall/The Bramall
5-8 MINS

Head straight down University Road East. You will come to a 
fork, head le� towards to the semi-circle of buildings. 
The Great Hall is located directly across from the clock tower.
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